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A mortgage professional with expertise in researching and verifying accuracy of 
written loan documents and partnering with legal counsel to provide information for 
litigated proceedings. Reputation for accurately analyzing financial statements and 
pay histories to ensure exactness in the affidavits requested. Known for ensuring 
compliance with federal and state laws and regulations and meeting strict deadlines.

EXPERIENCE

Bankruptcy Specialist III
NATIONAL BANKRUPTCY SERVICES - 2008 – 2019

 Worked with external attorneys offices to resolve outstanding 
requests for Relief of Stay in the Motion for Relief process.

 Verified the accuracy of payment histories and the system of record in
the bankruptcy and makes corrections as needed including creation 
of GEMs, having fees written off, balancing suspense on the system, 
and sending loans to release when needed.

 Identified potential issues as they arose through communication with 
counsel and brought them forward to superiors.

 Worked diligently and quickly with the attorneys until we had a 
resolution for all questions and concerns they may have in regards to 
our line of business.

 Aided co-workers by answering their questions and providing a critical
eye as needed to accurately read the systems of record and convey 
the records to the attorneys.

 Created pay histories of three different varieties depending on the 
type of loan and what the attorney required.

 Stepped in to help as needed in other areas of the team.

BANKRUPTCY SPECIALIST 
ABC Corporation - 2003 – 2008

 Customer service, Answer telephones, filing, data entry and perform 
other clerical duties as needed.

 Servicing mortgage loans in default, work in conjunction with loss 
mitigation and foreclosure departments during the debtor bankruptcy
process.

 Get information from the bankruptcy court web site to update data 
base AS400, Lps.

 Prepare draft with mortgage information and financial figures and 
submit it to validation department.

 Communicate through Lps to the different department, sending and 
downloading documents.

 Validate loan documents following requirements.
 Follow department and court procedure in compliance..
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EDUCATION

 BA - (Iowa State University - Ames, IA)

SKILLS

Excel, Word, Ten-key.
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